In order to understand how a labor market for human computation functions, it is important to know how workers search for tasks. This paper uses two complementary methods to gain insight into how workers search for tasks on Mechanical Turk. First, we perform a high frequency scrape of 36 pages of search results and analyze it by looking at the rate of disappearance of tasks across key ways Mechanical Turk allows workers to sort tasks. Second, we present the results of a survey in which we paid workers for self-reported information about how they search for tasks. Our main findings are that on a large scale, workers sort by which tasks are most recently posted and which have the largest number of tasks available. Furthermore, we find that workers look mostly at the first page of the most recently posted tasks and the first two pages of the tasks with the most available instances but in both categories the position on the result page is unimportant to workers. We observe that at least some employers try to manipulate the position of their task in the search results to exploit the tendency to search for recently posted tasks. On an individual level, we observed workers searching by almost all the possible categories and looking more than 10 pages deep. For a task we posted to Mechanical Turk, we confirmed that a favorable position in the search results do matter: our task with favorable positioning was completed 30 times faster and for less money than when its position was unfavorable.
INTRODUCTION
In every labor market, information plays a critical role in determining efficiency: buyers and sellers cannot make good choices unless they know their options. According to a rational economic model of labor supply, workers use information about the availability and the nature of tasks to make decisions about which tasks to accept. If workers lack full information about the tasks, they are likely to make suboptimal decisions, such as accepting inferior offers or exiting the market when they would have stayed, had they known about some other task. In large markets with many buyers and sellers, lack of knowledge about all available options is a key source of friction. This lack of knowledge stems from the fact that searching is neither perfect nor costless.
The "search problem" is particularly challenging in labor markets because both jobs and workers are unique, which means that there is no single prevailing price for a unit of labor, nevermind a commodified unit of labor. In many labor markets, organizations and structures exist to help improve the quality and quantity of information and reduce these "search frictions." We have already seen conventional labor markets augmented with informational technology, such as job listing web sites like Monster.com [2] , and yet a great deal of of information is privately held or distributed through social networks and word of mouth.
In online labor markets, there is relatively little informal sharing of information as in traditional markets. Given that online labor markets face no inherent geographic constraints, these markets can be very large, further exacerbating search frictions. These frictions can and are eased by making the data searchable through a variety of search features. If agents can sort and filter tasks based on characteristics that determine the desirability of a task, they are able to make better choices, thereby improving market efficiency. Of course, this hypothetical gain in efficiency depends upon the search technology provided and the responses of buyers to that technology.
Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is an online labor market for human computation. It offers several search features that allow workers to find Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). HITs can be sorted by fields such as most available, highest reward, and title. HITs are also searchable by keyword, minimum reward, whether they require qualifica-tions (and combinations thereof). In this paper, we seek to provide insight into how workers search for tasks.
We present the results of two methods for investigating search behavior on MTurk. First, we scrape pages of available HITs at a very high rate and determine the rate at which a type of HIT is being taken by workers. We use a statistical model to compare the rate of HIT disappearance across key categories of HITs that MTurk allows workers to search by. Our premise for observing search behavior is that search methods which return HITs with higher rates of disappearance are the search methods which workers use more. This method relies only on publicly available data-the list of HITs available on www.mturk.com. Second, we issued a survey on MTurk asking over 200 workers how they searched for tasks. We posted the survey with carefully chosen parameters so as to position it so that it can be found more easily by some search methods and not others. This way, we can target search behaviors that are not picked up by the analysis of the scraped data.
In this paper, we first motivate studying search behavior in an online human computation labor market by reviewing related work. We next describe MTurk's search features and our method of data collection based on these search features. We then present a statistical analysis of our high-frequency scraped data followed by the results of a survey of MTurk workers.
RELATED WORK
In the field of human computation, it is important to ask "Why are people contributing to this effort?" What are the motivations behind labeling an image [17] , uploading videos to YouTube [11] , or identifying the genre of a song [13] ? On MTurk, the main motivation seems to be money [12, 10] . However, financial motivations do not imply that workers are only motivated to find HITs offering the highest rewards: workers may choose from among thousands of HITs that differ in required qualifications, level of difficulty, amount of reward, and amount of risk. With all of these factors at play, workers face significant decision problems. Our task was to model this decision problem.
Because MTurk is a labor market, labor economics-which models workers as rational agents trying to maximize net benefits over time-may provide a suitable framework. Research on the labor economics of MTurk has shown that workers do respond positively to prices but that price is not indicative of work quality [14] . Previous work [9] shows that not all workers follow a traditional rational model of labor supply when choosing their level of output. Instead of maximizing their wage rate, many workers create target earnings-they focus on achieving a target such as $.25 or $1.00 and ignore the wage rate. Although price is important to task choice, it is clearly not the only factor; research on search behavior is necessary in order to more fully understand how workers interact with the labor market.
In other domains where users must cope with a large information space, progress and innovation in search have had enormous positive impacts. Developments such as PageRank [4] have made it possible to search the long tail of large, linked document collections by keyword. Innovations such as faceted browsing [8] and collaborative filtering [7] have made it faster and easier to search within more structured domains such as shopping catalogues. Web queries are sensitive to changes in content over time, and searchers have an increasing supply of tools to help them find updates on webpages they revisit [1] . In labor and human computation markets, search tools are still evolving and it remains to be determined what features will prove most useful in overcoming search frictions.
Web search analysis has shown that the first result on the first page of search results has by far the highest clickthrough rate [16] . In a market model where parties have full information, there would be no need for search technologiesno purely "positional effects"-all parties would instantly and costlessly find their best options. In reality, search technologies are likely to have strong effects on the buyer-seller matches that are made. This point is evident by the fact that companies are willing to spend billions of dollars to have advertisements placed in prime areas of the screen [5] .
While there are similarities between many kinds of online search activities, we must be careful in generalizing. Search behavior in one domain does not necessarily carry over to other domains. In this paper we focus solely on the domain of workers searching for HITs on MTurk, using web search behavior as a guide to what features may be important.
MTURK SEARCH FEATURES
At any given time, MTurk will have on the order of 100, 000 HITs available. HITs are arranged in HIT groups. All HITs posted by the same person with the same featues ( title, reward, description, etc) are listed together in a HIT group to avoid repetition in the list of available HITs. HIT groups are presented much like traditional web search engine results, with 10 HIT groups listed on each page of search results. By default, the list is sorted by "HITs Available (most first)." The default view gives seven pieces of information:
1. Title (e.g., "Choose the best category for this product") 2. Requester (e.g., "Dolores Labs") 3. HIT Expiration Date (e.g., "Jan 23, 2011 (38 weeks)") 4. Time Allotted (e.g., "60 minutes") 5. Reward (e.g., "$0.02") 6. HITs Available (e.g., 17110)
Required qualifications (if any)
By clicking on a HIT title, the display expands to show three additional fields:
1. Description (e.g., "Assign a product category to this product") Some sort results change more quickly than others. Sorting by most recent creation date will produce a very dynamic set of HIT groups. However, sorting by most HITs Available will produce a fairly static list because it takes a long time for a HIT group that contains, say, 17, 000 HITs to fall off the list.
On each worker's account summary page, MTurk suggests 10 particular HITs, usually with high rewards but no other apparent common characteristic. Other than this, we are unaware of any services to intelligently recommend HITs to workers. We presume that nearly all searching is done using the MTurk search interface. A Firefox extension called Turkopticon [15] helps workers avoid tasks posted by requesters that were reported by other users as being unfair in their view. This could affect workers' choices of which tasks to accept, but probably has little effect on the category workers choose to sort by and does not reorder or remove HITs from the results pages.
Requesters post tasks on MTurk and pay workers for acceptable work. There are two basic types of HITs that encompass most postings: (1) tasks such as image labeling, where workers are invited to perform as many various tasks as are available to be completed, and (2) tasks such as surveys, which require many workers but allow each worker to do the HIT only once. Type (2) HIT groups appear to workers as single HIT because there is only one HIT available to each worker. If a worker does not accept the HIT, it will remain on his list of available HITs until the total number of performances desired by the requester are completed. It often takes a substantial amount of time to achieve the throughput of workers necessary to complete type (2) HITs where the task only appears as a single available HIT to each worker. Because it is a small wonder they those HITs get done at all, we call them "1-HIT Wonders."
For HIT groups that allow individual workers to perform a single task multiple times (type (1) ), the number of "HITs Available" is constantly updated. The number can increase in only two cases: first, when a HIT is returned by a worker unperformed and, second, in the rare event that more tasks are added to the HIT group before it is finished. Fortunately, this second case is easy to detect.
In this paper, we use HIT disappearance rates to perform a statistical analysis of search behavior for type (1) HIT groups containing multiple tasks available to all workers. We complement our analysis with the results of a survey where workers were asked about how they search for tasks such as 1-HIT Wonders that the scraping does not address.
METHOD A: INFERENCES FROM OB-SERVED DATA
We want to determine whether the sort category, the page on which a HIT appears (page placement), and the position it occupies on that page (page position) affect the disappearance rate of a HIT. Our premise is that if any of these factors affect the disappearance rate of a HIT, then workers are using that search feature to find HITs. This approach makes use of what economists call a "natural experiment".
To understand it, consider the following thought experiment: Imagine that we could randomly move HITs to different pages and page positions within the various search categories without changing the attributes of the HITs. With this ability, we could determine the causal effects of HIT page placement and page position by observing how quickly a HIT is completed. Of course, we do not actually possess the ability to manipulate search results in this way for HITs we do not post, but we are able to observe the functioning of the market and potentially make a similar inference based on the scraped data.
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The problem with this approach, however, is that HIT characteristics that are likely to affect the popularity of a HIT should also affect its page placement and page position within the search results of the various sorting categories. In fact, the relationship between attributes and search results page placement and page position is the whole reason MTurk offers search features-if search results page placement and page position were unrelated to HIT characteristics that workers cared about, then any search category based on those characteristics would offer no value.
To deal with the problem of correlation between attributes and page placement and page position, we needed to make several assumptions and tailor our empirical approach to the nature of the domain. Before discussing our actual model, it will be helpful to introduce a conceptual model. We assume that the disappearance of a particular HIT during some interval of time is an unknown function of that HIT's attributes and its page placement and page position (together, its position in the list of search results):
where Xi are all the HIT attributes, market level variables, and time-of-day effects that might also affect disappearance rate. Our key research goal was to observe how manipulations of the position of i-while keeping Xi constant-affect our outcome measure, the disappearance of HITs (i.e., work getting done). We were tempted to think that we could include a sufficient number of HIT co-variates (e.g., reward, keywords, etc.) and control for the effects of Xi, but this is problematic because we cannot control for all factors.
Our goal of untangling causality was complicated by the fact that we cannot exogenously manipulate search results and the fact that there are HIT attributes for which we cannot control. Our approach was to acknowledge the existence of unobserved, HIT-specific idiosyncratic effects but to assume that those effects are constant over time for a particular HIT group. With this assumption, we relied upon movement in HIT position within a sort category as a "natural experiment." When we observed a HIT moving from one position to another, and then observed that the HIT disappeared more quickly in the new position, we attributed the difference in apparent popularity to the new position, and not to some underlying change in the nature of the HIT.
Data Collection
There are 12 ways in which MTurk allows workers to sort HITs-six categories, each of which can be sorted in ascend-ing or descending order. We scraped the first three pages of search results for each of the 12 sorting methods. Each page of results lists 10 hits, which meant that we scraped 360 HITs in each iteration. We scraped each of the 36 pages approximately every 30 seconds-just under the throttling rate. Although we ran the scraper for four days, due to our own data processing constraints, in this analysis we used data collected in a 32-hour window beginning on Thursday, April 29, 2010, 20:37:05 GMT and ending on Saturday, May 1, 2010, 04:45:45 GMT. The data contains 997, 322 observations. Because of the high frequency of our scraping, each posted HIT is observed many times in the data: although the data contains nearly 1, 000, 000 observations, we only observed 2, 040 unique HITs, with each HIT observed, on average, a little more than 480 times.
For each HIT, we recorded the 10 pieces of information that the MTurk interface offers (seven default and three additional features-see Section 3), as well as the sort category used to find the HIT, the page placement of the HIT (1, 2 or 3), and the page position of the HIT (first through tenth).
Measuring HIT disappearance
Formally, let s index the sort category, let g index the groups of observations of the same HIT (which occur because each HIT is observed many times), and let i index time-ordered observations within a HIT group. Let HITs be ordered from oldest to most recently scraped, such that i + 1 was scraped after i. Let the number of HITs available for observation i be yigs. The change is simply ∆yigs = y (i+1)gs − yigs.
Unfortunately, there are several challenges in treating this outcome measure as a direct measure of uptake. First, requesters can add and delete tasks in a HIT group over time. If a requester deletes a large number of tasks, then a regression might incorrectly lead us to believe that there was something very attractive to workers about the page placement and/or page position of the HIT. Second, for 1-HIT Wonders, the HITs-available measure might not change even though the HIT is very popular. Finally, the absolute change is "censored" in that the number of HITs available cannot go below zero, which means that HIT groups with many tasks available are able to show greater changes than HIT groups with few tasks available. For these reasons, we make our outcome variable an indicator for a drop in HITs available, regardless of the magnitude of the change:
Econometric set-up
To implement our conceptual model, we assumed a linear regression model in which the expected outcome is a linear function of a series of variables. Obviously, many factors determine whether or not a HIT disappears from search results. Page placement, page position, and sort category certainly matter, but so do variables that are hard to observe and which we cannot easily include in a regression. For example, a comparatively high-paying, short task that looks fun will probably be accepted more quickly than one that is low-paying, long, and tedious. In creating our model, we sought to separate the desirability of a task from the page placement and page position it occupies in the search results of a particular sorting category.
Choosing a model
Rather than simply introduce a number of controls that will invariably miss factors that are unmeasured, we included a HIT group-specific control in the regressions called a "group random effect." Each HIT group was modeled as having its own individual level of attractiveness that stays constant over time. In this way, all factors that have a static effect on HIT attractiveness were controlled for, regardless of whether or not we are able to observe the factors that determine a HIT groups attractiveness.
With a group-specific random effect, we eliminate one of they key problems that would arise from simply using a pooled model. For example, a fun HIT that always stays on the third page of results sorted by highest reward might cause us to erroneously believe that the third page is very important, when the case is simply that one HIT group is disappearing quickly.
One necessary word on the nomenclature of these two models: when dealing with data that has a natural group structure, a model with a group specific-effect is called a "random effects" model or "multilevel" model; a model that ignores the group structure and does not include any groupspecific effects is called a "pooled" model. Both types are linear regression models. While our group-specific effect model "controls" for group factors, we do not actually include a dummy variable for each group (which is called the "fixed effects" model). Rather, we start with a prior assumption that each effect is a random draw from a normal distribution (the random effects model) [6] . As the number of observations increases, this fixed effects/random effects distinction becomes less important.
Model
The group-specific random effects model is as follows: for an observation i of group g, we estimate 
Results
We applied our models to four of MTurk's 12 sorting options: newest HITs, most available HITs, highest reward, and title a-z. The others-including shortest time allotted and latest expiration-tend to produce 1-HIT Wonders and don't seem like natural ways to sort HITs.
In Figure 1 , the collection of coefficients, β r s , from Equation 1 are plotted for both the group-specific random effects model (panel (a)) and the pooled model (panel (b)), with error bands two standard errors wide. The four sorting options are listed at the top of the figure: newest, most, highest reward, a-z. The points are the coefficients (with standard error bars) for each page and position on that page, ranging from one to 30 (positions are displayed as negative numbers to preserve the spatial ordering). The coefficientsβ r s are interpretable as the probability that a HIT occupying position r decremented by one or more HITs during the scraping Interestingly, newest is a sort category where we would expect the inclusion of group effects to be irrelevant, since position in the newest sort category should be essentially mechanical-a HIT group is posted, starts off at the first position, and then moves down the list as newer HIT groups are posted. Yet, in comparing newest across the two panels, the effects of position are radically different: in panel (b), we see that position has a strong effect on uptake, with the predicted pattern, while in panel (a), there appears to be little of no effect. To summarize, the pooled model suggests strong effects, while the random effects model suggests no effects.
Discrepancy
We hypothesized that there were no positional effects in the group-specific random effects model because certain requesters actively game the system by automatically re-posting their HIT groups in order to keep them near the top of newest. This hypothesis reconciles two surprising findings.
First, gaming explains the absence of newest effects in panel (a): the benefits to being in a certain position are captured as part of the group effect. To see why, consider a requester that can always keep his HIT at position 1. No matter how valuable position 1 is in attracting workers, all of this effect will be (wrongly) attributed to that particular HIT's group-specific effect.
Second, gaming explains why position 1 appears to offer far worse performance in panel (a) (and why there is a generally increasing trend in coefficient size until position 4). A very large share of the HITs observed at position 1 in the data came from gaming requesters. A still large but relatively smaller share of the HITs observed at position 2 came from gaming requesters who were trying to get their HIT groups back into position 1, and so on. Because all the purely positional benefits get loaded onto the group effects of gaming requestors, positions more likely to be occupied by gaming requestors will appear to offer smaller positional benefits.
Gaming not only reconciles the data-it is also directly observable. We identified the HITs that had 75 or more observations in position 1 of newest. In Figure 2 , the position (1 − 30) is plotted over time with the HIT group ID and title posted above. It was immediately clear that some HITs are updated automatically so that they occupy a position near the top of the search results: until day 0.5, the HIT groups in the second and third positions were "competing" for the top spot; around day 0.9, they faced competition from a third HIT group (first panel) that managed to push them down the list.
Under these gaming circumstances, the group-specific random effects model is inappropriate, as the positions are not randomly assigned. For this reason, the pooled model probably offers a clearer picture of the positional effects, though the coefficient estimates are certainly biased because they incorporate the nature of HITs occupying position one, which we know is from gaming.
We conclude that the pooled regression results are the correct analysis for the newest HITs category. The pooled regression results show that workers are actively searching by newest HITs and focus on the first page of results.
METHOD B: WORKER SURVEY
Another way to study how workers search for HITs is to ask the workers directly, by conducting a survey on MTurk. Although this approach is more expensive, more obtrusive, and smaller-scale than scraping the MTurk web site, it has two advantages. First, surveying complements the scraping technique. Scraping is better suited to tracking postings of large numbers of type (1) HITs whose tasks can be performed multiple times by any worker, so an anonymous scraper can observe their acceptance. Surveys, by contrast, are necessarily 1-HIT Wonders, offered at most once to every worker, and MTurk offers no way for a scraper to observe how many workers have accepted the offer. Since a substantial use of MTurk involves 1-HIT Wonders for online experimentation and surveys of other kinds, we need a method for exploring search behavior on this side of the market. Second, surveys can provide more detailed and subjective explanations for worker behavior than aggregate statistics. This section presents the results of a survey of roughly 250 workers about how they sort and filter HITs. Since MTurk was used to conduct the survey, the characteristics of the HIT used to solicit survey respondents have an effect on the results. We explored this effect by posting the survey in several different ways in order to sample workers who exhibited different search behaviors. In the process, we observed how certain choices of HIT characteristics can make a HIT very hard to find, substantially reducing the response rate. Finally, the survey also collected free-form comments from workers about how they find good and bad HITs.
Procedure
The survey was designed to probe respondents' immediate search behavior-specifically, how respondents used MTurk's search interface to discover the survey HIT itself. The survey asked several questions: (1) which of the 12 sort categories they were presently using; (2) whether they were filtering by a keyword search or minimum price; and (3) what page number of the search results they found the survey HIT on. A final question asked the worker for free-form comments about how easy or hard it is to find HITs.
The survey was posted on MTurk in four ways, using different HIT characteristics for each posting to give it high and low positions in the various sorted search results. Aside from these manipulated parameters, the four postings were identical (e.g. in title, description, preview, and actual task).
Best-case posting. In one posting, the parameters of the HIT were chosen to place it among the top search results under each of the six primary sort categories. Thus the HIT would appear on the first page, or as close as possible, when HITs were sorted by any attribute, though only in one direction (ascending or descending). The goal of this posting was to capture as many workers as possible from each of the six chosen sort orders that the posting optimized.
The HIT was automatically one of the newest, at least at first, and had the fewest possible HITs available because it was only offered once to each worker. For reward, we chose the least amount: $0.01. For the soonest expiration date and the shortest time allotted, we chose 5 hours and 5 minutes, respectively. Finally, we optimized for alphabetical title order, a-z, by starting the title with a space character.
The best-case posting was also labeled with the keyword "survey", which we knew from pilot studies was frequently used by turkers to find desirable survey HITs. The other three postings had the same title and description as the bestcase posting, but no "survey" keyword.
Worst-case posting. To test the impact of especially poor position on a HIT's reachability, we also posted the survey in a way that was hard to find as possible for workers using any sorting category. This was done by choosing parameter values near the median value of existing HITs on MTurk, so that the survey HIT would appear in the middle of the pack, as far as possible from the first page in both ascending and descending order by that attribute.
For example, at the time the survey was posted, the median number of HITs available was two. Postings with two HITs covered pages 55-65 (out of 100 pages of HITs requiring no qualifications) when the list was sorted by fewest HITs available, and pages 35-45 when sorted by most HITs. As a result, a worker sorting in either direction would have to click through at least 35 pages to reach any 2-HIT posting, which is highly unlikely. We therefore posted the survey with two independent HITs.
For the remaining attributes, we chose a reward amount of $0.05 and an expiration period of one week and allotted 60 minutes in order to position the HIT at least 20 pages deep among search results sorted by reward amount, creation date, and time allotted, in both ascending and descending order. The median title of all current HITs started with "Q,", so we started the survey title with the word "Question" to make it hard to find whether sorting by a-z or z-a.
Creation date, however, cannot be chosen directly. In particular, a HIT cannot be posted with a creation date in the past. Freshly posted HITs generally appear on the first page of the newest sort. In order to artificially age our survey HIT before making it available to workers, we initially posted a nonfunctional HIT, which presented a blank page when workers previewed it or tried to accept it. After six hours, when the HIT had fallen more than 30 pages deep in the newest sort order, the blank page was replaced by the actual survey, and workers who discovered it from that point on were able to complete it.
Newest-favored and a-z-favored posting. We performed two additional postings of the survey, which were intended to favor users of one sort order while discouraging other sort orders. The newest-favored posting was like the worst-case posting in all parameters except creation date.
It appeared functional immediately, so users of the newest sort order would be most likely to find it. Similarly, the a-zfavored posting used worst-case choices for all its parameters except its title, which started with a space character so that it would appear first in a-z order.
All four postings were started on a weekday in May 2010, with their creation times staggered by 2 hours to reduce conflict between them. The best-case posting expired in 5 hours, while the other three postings continued to recruit workers for 7 days.
Results
Altogether, the four postings recruited 257 unique workers to the survey: 70 by the best-case posting (in only 5 hours), 58 by the worst-case posting, 59 by newest-favored, and 70 by a-z-favored (all over 7 days). Roughly 50 workers answered more than one survey posting, detected by comparing MTurk worker IDs. Only the first answer was kept for each worker. Figure 3 shows the rate at which each posting recruited workers to the survey over the initial 24-hour period. The best-case posting shows the highest response rate, as expected, and the worst-case posting has the lowest. The newest-favored posting shows a pronounced knee, slowing down after roughly 1 hour, which we believe is due to being pushed off the early pages of the newest sort order by other HITs. Because the posting's parameters make it very hard to find by other sort orders, it subsequently grows similarly to worst-case. The a-z-favored posting, by contrast, recruits workers steadily, because it remains on the first page of the a-z sort order throughout its lifetime. These results show that HIT parameters that affect sorting and filtering have a strong impact on the response rate to a HIT. All four postings were identical tasks with identical descriptions posted very close in time, and the best-case posting actually offered the lowest reward ($0.01 compared to $0.05 for the others), but its favorable sort position recruited workers roughly 30 times faster than the worst-case posting. Figure 4 shows the responses to the survey question about sorting category, grouped by the posting that elicited the re-sponse. The best-case posting recruited most of its workers from the newest sort order, reinforcing the importance of this sort order for 1-HIT wonders like a survey. The newest sorting category also dominated the responses to the newestfavored posting, as expected, and a-z appeared stongest in the a-z-favored posting. Strong appearance of most HITs was a surprise, however, since each posting had only 1 or 2 HITs. For the survey question about reward amount filtering, roughly 65% of the survey respondents reported that they had not set any minimum amount when they found the survey HIT. Surprisingly, however, 9% reported that they had used a reward filter that was greater than the reward offered by the survey HIT. For example, even though the best-case posting offered only $0.01, ten respondents reported that they found the survey while searching for HITs that paid $0.05 or more. We followed up by sending email (through MTurk) to several of these workers, and found that the problem can be traced to a usability bug in MTurk: "Once we submit a hit MTurk takes us back to all hits available, 1st page with no $ criteria." In other words, a filter is discarded as soon as the worker performs a single task. Several other workers mentioned similar problems in their free-form comments.
Similarly, roughly 20% of the workers reported using a keyword filter when they found the survey, but half of these reported using keywords that were not actually included in the survey HIT, suggesting that the filter they thought they were using was no longer in effect. 21 workers reported using the "survey" keyword, of whom 16 were responding to the best-case posting, which actually did include that keyword. Figure 5 shows the distribution of result page numbers on which workers reported finding the survey HIT. Roughly half found it on the first or second page of results, as might be expected. Yet a substantial fraction (25%) reported finding the survey beyond page 10. Because of the way the survey was posted, particularly the worst-case posting, workers would not have been likely to find it anywhere else. Yet it is still surprising that some workers are willing to drill dozens of pages deep in order to find tasks.
The free-form comment question generated a variety of feedback and ideas. Many respondents reported that they would like to be able to search for or filter out postings from particular requesters. Other suggestions included the ability to group HITs by type, and to offer worker-provided ratings of HITs or requesters. Several workers specifically mentioned the burden of clicking through multiple pages to find good HITs: "Scrolling through all 8 pages to find HITs can be a little tiring." "I find it easier to find hits on mechanical turk if I search for the newest tasks created first. If I don't find anything up until page 10 then I refresh the page and start over otherwise it becomes too hard to find tasks."
Several workers pointed out a usability bug in MTurk that makes this problem even worse:
"It is difficult to move through the pages to find a good HIT because as soon as you finish a HIT, it automatically sends you back to page 1. If you are on page 25, it takes so much time to get back to page 25 (and past there)."
"Please keep an option to jump to a page directly without opening previous pages." 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the search behavior of MTurk workers using two different methods. In our first method, we scraped pages of available tasks at a very high rate and used the HIT disappearance rates to see if certain sorting methods resulted in greater task acceptance.
Because this method does not accurately measure all types of HITs, we also posted a survey on MTurk asking workers how they search for our survey task. We posted the task with specially chosen posting parameters complementary to those of the HITs we gathered information on using the scraper.
Both methods show that workers tend to sort by newest HITs. The scraping revealed that workers also sort by most HITs and focus mainly on the first two pages of search results but ignore the positions of the HITs on the page. The survey data confirms that even though newest and most are the most popular search strategies, the other sort categories are also used-even relatively obscure ones such as title a-z and oldest HITs, but to a much lesser extent. The survey confirms that the first two pages of the search results are most important, but also shows evidence that some workers are willing to wade fairly deep into search results pages and to periodically return to the newest HITs results.
FUTURE WORK
Method A does not account for keyword searching or sorting by required qualifications. The Method A empirical results provide insight into how workers search, but it would useful to develop a structural model of search behavior that incorporated the quantity of work being done could make predictions.
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